
min. 1.05m

24
0m

m

Distance between the apron and 
the ladder end 1150-1200mm

       
Distance           x         Pit depth 

   350mm 1.20m  
   400mm 1.40m

max. 
1.40m

x

65°-
75°

Ladder type 8 - TRI-KLAPP 115 
Three-part folding pit ladder with floor attachment for universal mounting in the pit.
Construction according to EN 131-2, with the addition of ACCESSORY-SET-N according to EN 81-20, annex F, type 4.

Description
In the unfolded state the ladder length adds up to 2.56m. 
The ladder has to be set up in the pit with an angle of 65°-75° 
according to EN 131-2, so a tilting backwards is avoided. 

Transverse mounting Longitudinal mountingMax. pit depth 1.40m

In the pit must be a STOP switch, which has to be  
operated before unfolding the ladder.

Advice: 
a) According to EN 81-20 the ladder has to be 
so long, that the upper end or other suitable 
handholds reach out at least 1.10m above the 
landing door sill in the vertical position of the 
ladder.  
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The ladder can be folded by means of a chain and pull 
cords, which are within reach from the shaft entrance.

Width of floor fixation clamp:
TRI-KLAPP 115 350mm

Ladder type 8 - TRI-KLAPP 115

Art.no. Description

078380 Ladder ACCESSORY SET-N

Accessories to ladder type TRI-KLAPP 115
ACCESSORY SET-N for the mounting or retrofitting of
a safety switch IP67 with forced actuation 1NC/NO onto
the TRIKLAPP 115.
Construction acc. to EN 81-20, annex F, type 4.

Pit ladder TRI-KLAPP 115
Three-part folding pit ladder with floor attachment

Art.no. Description

078589 Pit ladder TRI-KLAPP 115                        1.40m

max. pit depth

ACCESSORY SET-N to TRIKLAPP 115
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